ARCTIC ICE ISLANDAND

ICE SHELF STUDIES

Part I1
A. P. Crary

I

Part I of this article (Crary 1958) the thicknesses, surface and subsurface features of the Ellesmere ice shelf* near Ward Hunt Island and
the ice island T-3 were outlined. The purpose
of Part I1 is to discuss the
possible conditions at high latitudes (north of about SOON.) under which
thick floating ice can form, and to outline the possible history of these two
thick remnants of arctic ice. A further purpose is to explain their general
surfacefeaturesandtodiscussbrieflythe
possible future of theseice
masses.
T-3 consists,awayfrom
the edges, of twogeneraltypes
of ice: the
upper part with innumerable dirt layers and the lower part without these
dirt layers. Marshall (1955) and Weeks (in Crary 1958) have both examined petrographic evidence from the upper part
of the lower ice and have
reached the conclusion that this is not sea ice. However, the lack of any
traces of dirt in the lower ice (when all ice that has obviously accumulated
fromthetop
shows manydirtlayers)anditssalinityindicatenatural
growth from below by freezing, perhaps of brackish or fresh run-off waters
of coastal streams. The presence of well-preserved shells found above sealevel along the northern shores of Ellesmere Island, which pre-date pieces
of driftwood located back of the present shelf and therefore pre-date the
shelf, make it appear most improbable that glacier ice forms the baseof the
main shelf feature.Localglacierice
does,however,playapartinthe
formation of someiceshelvesand
thishasbeen
discussed by Marshall
(1955).
N

Growth of floating ice sheets

in Arctic Ocean areas

The growth of perennial ice can take place either
at its top surface
by the accumulation of snow or at its lower boundary by the freezing
of
sea water. The upward
flow of heat from the lower boundary
is caused
by the average difference in temperature between the
ice surface and the
waterandremovesthelatentheatreleasedbythefreezing
of thesea
water. The amount of growth is limited by the amount of surface ablation
and by any additional heat that may be supplied by the ocean waters.

* SincethisarticlewaswrittentheCanadianBoardonGeographical
Names has
adopted several new names and name changes for northern Ellesmere Island. They have
beenused in the illustrations, butnotinthetext.
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For our considerations only net annual changes in high arctic areas
will be considered. It will also be assumed that the heat flow through the
ice can by calculated using the average annual surface temperature. The
annual heat flow per cm.2, Q, through an ice sheet H cm. thick is given by
Q = -K

ATt
H

where K is thethermalconductivity,
AT the differencebetweenthe
average annual surface temperature and water temperature, and t the time,
1 year or 3.1 x lo7 sec.
The thermal conductivity of fresh-water ice is 0.0053 (in C.G.S. units).
Malmgren(1927),fromobservationsmade
on seaicefromthe
Maud,
reported values varying from
0.0015 near the surface to
0.0045 near the
bottom.
The indirect Schmidt approximation method (see Ingersoll et al. 1954,
p. 209-11) has been used to check these thermal constants forshelf and floe
ice from known changes in ice temperatures. By using a time interval
of
1 day and an arbitrary depth interval varying from 30 cm. to 70 cm. the
value of diffusivity dependent on these time and depth intervals was made
to vary as widely as necessary. Fixed upper and lower levels were chosen
where temperatures were measured, and these were varied in the calculations according to the observed data. Interpolations from measured temperature-depth values were used for the initial boundary conditions, and
after calculations the theoretical and observed temperature-depth curves
were compared. Fig. 1shows these comparisons for the two cases computed:
(1) fresh ice in the upper partof the Ellesmereice shelf, (2) a 2.5-metre seaice floe thatwasstudiedbyIakovlev
(Somov 1955) duringthedrift
of
Station NP 2. In the ice shelf study the best fit is obtained using a diffusivity of 0.0121 (in C.G.S. units), which gives, using 0.9 for the density
and 0.5 for the specific heat, a value of0.0054 for the thermal conductivity.
In the ice floe study a good fit is obtained with a diffusivity value of 0.0096.
Using again 0.9 for the density and 0.6 for the specific heat for ice of this
salinityandtemperature,thethermalconductivitywouldbe
0.0052 (in
C.G.S. units). A value
of 0.0053 is used here for the calculations
of ice
shelf growth.
Thevalue of AT willbetaken
as 15.2"C., thedifferencebetween
-17"C., the average annual surface temperature and
-1.8"C., the freezing
point of the surface water of the Arctic Ocean. The general solution can
be written as
follows:

where S represents the surface change, either positive as accumulation or
negative as ablation, A represents the heat furnished by the ocean waters,
p the density or 0.9, and L represents the latent heat released in freezing.
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Fig. 1. Temperature-depth curves based on Schmidt approximation.

This equation canbe simplified to:
a

dH

"
"

dt

H

+ c

where a = K A T/pL = 0.0011 and C = S - A/pL. The solution of this
equation assuming that H = 0 when t = 0, is

This gives the time, t, necessary to form ice of thickness H.
When C = 0, the solutionof equation (3) is

t = H2/2a
(5)
an approximate formula
widely used for ice growth.
Fig. 2 shows graphically the time in years necessary to
grow ice of
various thicknesses with different annual values
of C. It can be seen that
50 metres of ice could be built up in360 years and 100 metres in 1440 years
without net change at the surface and without heat supplied by the sea
water. With an accretion of 5 centimetres per year a thickness of 50 metres
would be reached in 245 years and a thickness of 100 metres in 760 years.
Equation (3) shows that no growthof ice can take place if C 2 - a/H.
This determines the combinations of surface conditions and heat from the
ocean waters that limit the ice thickness. Fig. 3 shows the maximum or
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Fig. 2. Time necessary to graw ice of varying thicknesses with various values
of C .

equilibriumvalues of icethicknessesassociatedwithvariousvalues
of
surfaceablationandheatcontributedbythe
oceanwaters.Thetime
required toestablishequilibriumissufficientlylongforminorclimatic
changes to occur. Thus, if C is not generally constant but varies over the
years consequent variations in ice thickness may be expected.
Fig. 4 gives the accumulation and ablation observed
on T-3 at latitudes
83" to 89"N. and on the ice shelf at 82"N. during the years 1952 to 1955.
The high arctic areas are relatively arid and the small accumulation figures
at T-3 are substantiated by the data
given in Table 1. When the summer
melt water remains on the surface of the floating ice and by freezing adds
to its growth then there
is a partial lowering of the surface temperature
and a corresponding decrease of the average annual temperature difference
between the upper and lower ice boundaries. Although in the years
1952
to 1955 there was a net ablation of the ice surface, the ice shelves and sealevel ice fields in high arctic areas indicate that the average surface change
over many centuries has not been great.
Little information is available on the role played by various factors in
the thermal budget of the icesurface of the Arctic Ocean.Iakovlev (in
Timofeev 1958) has computed the heat balance of the ice cover at the NP 2
Station over a period of a year, finding the radiative balance of the surface
to be
2.9 kcalJcm.2, turbulent heat exchange between ice and air
1.5,
heat of melting - 2.9, heat flux from water
5.5, and evaporation - 7.0,
thislastfigurebeingobtainedasaresidualvalue.AttheIGYdrifting
stationAlphaalittlefarthernorthUntersteiner
(1958) foundbydirect
measurement of the summer thermal budget that the maximum evaporationlossover
aperiod of 1 2 hours wasonly 30 calJcm.2. Untersteiner
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Fig. 3. Limiting valuesof ice thickness associated with varying values
of surface ablation
or heat contributed by the ocean waters.

expects that further analysisof his data will show that radiative heat is the
most importantelementinthesummerthermalbudget.Fritz(1958),
analysingincomingradiationdatataken
on T-3 in the summer
of 1953,
suggests that upward heat transfer by turbulence may be a large factor in
accounting for small amounts lost in melting. Of particular importance in
studies of the thermal budget in the Arctic are the
effects of the cloud
cover, which is characteristic
of the summer in the high Arctic.
As noted above, the heat contributed by arctic waters
also limits the
growth of arctic ice. This heat is supplied by the Atlantic waters entering
theArcticthroughtheGreenlandSea.Although
oceanographicstations
are stillscarce,observations on ice-floe and ice-islandstations in recent
years have increased the knowledge of these Atlantic waters considerably.
Timofeev in recent articles (1957, 1958) has given figures for water budget,
Atlantic water circulation, and heat budget. Both Timofeev and Worthington (1953),though theirconjectures of circulationintheBeaufortSea
areas differ, have shown an outflow of Atlantic waters in the western part
of the Greenland Sea. Nansen (1902), Sverdrup (1956), and Shirshov (1944)
originally considered the Atlantic flow only a compensating current for the
excess of loss of surface ice and water in the Greenland Sea over contributions from Pacific waters and continental run-off.
Timofeev’svalues for the annual heat budget balance
of the waters
of the arctic basin, based on observations at many of the recent drifting

Table 1. Mean snow depth at stations in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago.
(Data from Meteorological Branch, Canada Department of Transport).
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Fig. 4. Accumulation and ablation on T-3
and theWard Hunt Ice Shelf.

stations, are given in Table 2. Although these figures are very speculative
they probably represent as good an estimate as is possible at this time.
If the heat expended in the central arctic basin were distributed evenly
over the approximately five million square kilometres of the arctic basin,
each square centimetre would receive about 3400 calories annually, which,
withoutsurfacechanges,wouldrestrict
ice thicknesstoabout
7 metres
(see Fig. 3).
Fig. 5, constructed from Timofeev’s values (Timofeev1957) , with added
information obtained at T-3, shows the total heat above 0°C. in a vertical
column of water of 1 cm.2 cross section and illustrates how the supply of
heat decreases with increasing distance from the source. From this chart
the annual heat loss in a given area could be estimated if the speed of the
Atlantic water current were known.
Table 2. Annual heat balance of arctic basin waters.
(from Timofeev 1958).
Incoming heat (kcal.)

Atlantic waters (98,082 km.9
Freezing of ice (3,108 km.3)
Pacific waters (36,000 km.3)
Continental run-off (2,377 km.9

214,357 x
248,640 x
33,490 x
10,987 x

10l2
10l2
10l2
10l2

507,474 x 10l2
Outgoing heat (kcal.)

Atlantic waters
Lost to atmosphere in peripheral seas (assumed)
Lost t o atmosphere in central basin

72,881 x 10l2
263,070 x 10l2
171,523 x 10l2
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Standardmethods of obtainingvelocitybycalculation
of dynamic
heights are not yet applicable in the arctic basin because of the scarcity of
synoptic information. The T-3 data are of little use as the ice island apparently moved along flow linesproviding no arealdistribution of data
from which velocities couldbe calculated.
Timofeev (1957) has calculated the average life of Atlantic waters to
be 5.9 years by using the ratioof total kcal. (above O O C . ) in the arctic basin
to the heat brought in annually. It
wouldseemmorelogicaltouse
the
ratio of volumes,when,using Timofeev’s figures, the lifewould be 28.1
years.
From known rates of ice drift it would take about 4 years for surface
ice and water to move from the Alaskan coast to the Greenland Sea. The
approximate time for the Atlantic waters to make this trip in the reverse
directionshoulddepend on thistimeandtheratio
of volumes of water
involved. If asShirshovbelieves(Shirshov
1944) the lower boundary of
the upper waters can be taken at the level of maximum vertical stability,
where maximum increase in salinity is found, the surface
ice and water
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would extend to 75 metres. If the Atlantic waters, on the basis of temperatures, occur from200 to 600 metres the movement of Atlantic waters across
the arctic basin should take about
20 years.
In an attempt to determine the age of Atlantic waters a sample taken
at 400 metres at 82” 45’N., 98’30W. was analyzed for tritium content
by
Giletti and Kulp (1959) andestimatedtobelessthan
3 years old. The
author speculated that the source of this water may have been the Canadian Archipelago, but Barnes and Coachman (1959) consider this unlikely
and that results are too sketchy to serve as a basis for determining water
circulation. The importance of analyzing further samples for tritium
concentration is very apparent.
Theaboveargumentsmainlyindicate
how littleisknown
of arctic
watercirculation.
If thetotal life of Atlanticwaterswere
20 years,
velocities would average about150 km./year. According to Fig. 5 this would
mean a loss of 2.0 kcal./year/cm.2 from Atlantic waters. If this heat flow
were all lost through the ice it would restrict the ice growth to 12 metres
according to Fig.3.
It is difficult to estimate the differences,
if any, between the factors
governing the growth of ice in the Arctic Ocean and along the northern
shores of Ellesmere Island and Greenland. As noted in the Ellesmere Island
studies (Crary 1956) Atlantic waters were found off the ice shelf and also
in Disraeli Bay. In Fig. 5 it can be seen, however, that the Atlantic waters
have lost much of their heat before arriving at the shores
of the western
part of the Arctic.
A possible deterrent to the growth of thick ice near the shores might
be the summer run-off, but this is not extensive in northern Ellesmere
Island. At present the melt water does not extend to ice
shelf depths and
appears to expend its small amount of heat in melting the thin ice on the
“moat” along the landward edge
of the shelf.
The dissipation of heat of the Atlantic water upward must be quite
variable both in time and space and dependent on factors influencing the
eddy conductivity at depth. In this respect the movement of pack ice along
the edge of the ice shelves in northern Ellesmere Island and the
flow of
tides in and out of the bays should have some effect on increasing the eddy
conductivity values, which would normally be quite low in the ice-covered
Arctic Ocean as compared with other oceans.
One of the most important factors in the continual growth of thick ice
is its drift. The main arctic pack ice is constantly drifting, with a maximum
life expectancy of about 4 years for any ice floe in the eastern arctic basin.
The drift rate of T-3 indicates that ice formed in the seas north of Alaska
or near the Canadian islands can survive much longer, but under present
drift patterns thawing in the more southern waters during the cycle would
probably prevent growthof abnormally thickice.
The evidence from T-3, the Ellesmere ice shelves, and the
ice fields
near the ice shelves shows that as much as 30 or 40 metres of ice has been
built up at the upper surface
some time in the past. The evidence from
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the T-3 dirt layers shows that this was a slow process with many periods in
whichthesummersmusthavebeenquitesimilar
to that of 1955. The
heavy dirt layersbelow this accumulatedice may represent surface material
consolidated after other long periods of ice accumulation. From whatever
meteorological cause, this condition must have been representative
of all
highlatitudeareas of theArctic Ocean.As the icebecomes thickerits
breakingstrengthincreasesandhummockingdecreases.The
movement
willbecomelessonaccount
of decreasedwindstressesandincreased
Coriolis effect from added thickness. It will also deviate more to the right
of the wind(BrowneandCrary1958).Thisconditionwouldagainbe
reversed by changing atmospheric factors. Landfast ice along the northern
coasts of Ellesmere Island and Greenland, retained by protecting bays and
other coastline configurations, can have an indefinite growth period.

Probable history of ice shelves
Collections of material for age determinations by thecarbon-14 method
from T-3 and Ellesmere Island included dirt layers, driftwood, and marine
shells. As was mentioned in Part I the dirt layers on T-3 showed minute
amounts of carbonmaterial,mainlyplantremains,undermicroscopic
examination. To obtain the necessary amount of carbon for age determination 2 or 3 kilograms of the dirt material were needed. All samples were
analyzedbyBroeckner,Kulp,andTucek
(1956). Informationonthe
various samples fromT-3 is givenbelow.
(1) Sample 192B. Surface dirt from Area A (Part I, Fig. 6), collected
earlyin 1952. Twodifferentcountings
of thissamplegave
5720 -t- 250
years and 5830 t 200 years. This may not represent an average age
of all
dirt.
(2) Sample 192A. Thiswaslaboriouslycollectedalongtheshallow
drilling section A (Part I, Fig. 19), from a lower dirt layer. About 10 cubic
metres of ice were excavated, giving 365 grams of dirt and only about
1
gram of carbon, considerably less than needed for
an accurate age determination. The ages that were obtained in two different counts were
4370
200 years and 4480 t 200 years. Although this sample should represent
a very definite depositional period in the island’s history,
the evidence is
open to some doubt since 38 separate meltings of about 3 to 4 hours each
were required to melt the ice, which could have easily been contaminated
by thesoot fromthe diesel fuel used in the stoves.
(3) Sample 192E was collected in 1952 in Area B (Part I, Fig. 6), and
consisted of small pieces of plant material. The age was determined as 450
r+ 150 years. This is not necessarily representative of the top dirt layer as
the material was probably washed down on the island from a nearby land
mass. However, it does represent a maximum for the time since the island
broke away from land.
(4) Sample 213D. After Marshall had located the surface outcropping
of the deep heavy dirt layer found in the camp-site drill holes in
1953 a pit
excavation was made in Area C and 3 to 4 kilograms of material obtained.
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This layer seems identical with the layer at the camp site, but as
it was
obtained about a half metre below the top layer it may or may not include
intervening dirt layers that were found at the
camp site. Age figures on
two counts were 3050
150 years and 3100 % 180 years.
(5) Sample 298B. In 1955 a further excavation was made to the heavy
bottom layer in Area A where it was separated from the top layer by only
about half a metre. The age of this sample was 3000 2 200 years, a very
good check on 213D from the opposite end of the island.
( 6 ) Sample 298A. In the area of 298B the dirt from the top layer was
also obtained. The age for this sample was3500 years.
The information given by these age determinations is quite conflicting.
Generally the top surface dirt layer
is older than the
bottom layers, although 192E may perhaps be discounted because of possible contamination
and shortage of carbon material. The carbon available has been shown to
be of microscopic size and it might be questioned whether this wind-blown
material has an age contemporary with the period at which
it was blown
on the ice. The most reliable samples, and those least susceptible to
contamination are thebottom layers 213D and 298B.
During 1953 and 1954 considerablematerial,mainly
pieces of driftwood, was collected byHattersley-Smithandmembers
of hisEllesmere
Island Expeditions and ages were determined by carbon-14 analysis. The
sources of the samples are shown in Fig. 6 and the data are summarized
in Table3.
The pelecypod and mollusc shells noted in Table 3 were found at
38
metres and a t 60 metres above sea-level respectively, giving an average
rate of the rise of land with respect to sea-level of about 0.5 and 0.8 metres
per century. The presence of these shells also indicates the absence of any
major glacial advance in the past7200 years in this area.
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Fig. 6. Map showing locations where samples were obtained
for radiocarbon dating.
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Table 3. Naturalradiocarbonmeasurements.
Sample
No.

Description

Apparent age
(radiocarbon years)

L261A

large fragment of spruce found south of Cape Richardson
in mudbank above stream, 6 metres above sea-level

980f100

L261B

small fragment of spruce from low point on east side of
Markham Inlet found in glacial outwash and raised beach
material, 7 metres above sea-level

21902~150

L261C

small fragments of tamarack (?) from raised beach above
rivervalley at Cape Sheridan 30 metresabovesea-level

6050f200

L254A

wood from northern shore of Ellesmere Island, inland from
ice shelf, not more than 3 metres above sea-level

3400 f150

L254B

more wood from same general area as L254A

5740f200

L254C

more wood from same general area as L254A

6120f150

L254D

more wood from same general area as L254A

3000f200

L248A

pelecypod shells from raised beach on
north side of Ward
Hunt Island, 38 metresabovesea-level(surveyedby
theodolite)

72001k200

L248B
L284

molluskshellsfromwestside
of M’Clintock Bay among
undisturbedmarine deposits nearglacierface,approximately 60 metres above sea-level
sponge found on surface of ice shelf near east end of Ward
Hunt Island

7200f250
4003=150

Sample 284 was a large sponge found
on the ice surface near Ward
HuntIsland.Apparentlythe
ice hasthickenedorthelandhasrisen
sufficiently in the last 400 years to ground the ice and by surface thawing
and bottom freezing, in the manner described by Debenham
(1954) , the
sponge was brought to the surface. This would require a net ablation in
the last 400 years of an amount at least equivalent to the ice thickness in
that area.
The driftwood pieces located back
of the present Ellesmere ice shelf
with ages varying from 3000 to 6120 years could not have arrived at their
positions in the presence of the ice shelf and therefore give a maximum
age for the beginning of the ice shelf. Although this driftwood could most
easily have been brought in during a period
of an open or nearly open
Arctic Ocean, sample 261A with an age of only 980 years was most likely
deposited when the Arctic Ocean was ice-covered.
No direct evidence for the minimum age
of the ice shelf is available.
On T-3 thebestindications
of minimum age come fromthecomplexity
and amounts of the dirt layers. The smallest ones, presumably the result
of a single melt season, consist generally
of scattered grains or very thin
layers, which could not easily be weighed. The majority
of layers showed
evidence of havingexperiencedseveralyears
of melting atthesurface
andthoughtheycouldgenerallybefollowedforshortdistancesina
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section, it was necessary to core holes half a metre apart in order to trace
many of them. The layers in the deep holes, all drilled in the same general
area, could not be correlated, except for the heavy bottom layers. An age
determinationbasedontheevidence
of probableannualdepositionand
total dirt would be several thousand years.
Further evidence leading to an estimated age is the uplift
of the land
areas. The outcropping
of a heavy dirt layer
on the edges of T-3, 10 to
15 metres higher than its location at the camp site
on T-3 and the steep
dip of the ice layers south of the Ward Hunt ice rise (Marshall 1955) are
best explained by a rising of land areas. The old strand cracks found at an
elevation of morethan 20 metresabovethepresentactiveonesonthe
south side of the Ward Hunt ice rise are
difficult toexplainexceptby
uplift of the land. Using the carbon-14age of the marine shell samples,
which give an uplift of about 0.5 metres per century, a minimum age of a
few thousand years could be expected for both ice island and ice shelf.
At two sites near the edge of T-3 outcrops of the heavy dirt layer are
attributedtotheuplift
of landalongthecoast
of northernEllesmere
Island, where these parts of the island were attachedto the shore originally.
At Rocky Point much morainal material, rocks, and some glacier ice were
found. At Colby Bay considerable plant and animal material was obtained,
including fish remains and
Serpula tubes, which must have been picked
upfromthebottom
of thewaterbythefreezing
ice. From geological
evidence the mostlikelysites
for theorigin of T-3 appeartobeCape
Bourne or Yelverton Bay. An original location deep in Yelverton Bay, as
shown in Fig. 7, would account for the uplift at the two opposite ends and
for the material found in the Colby Bay area.
Even though the general structures
of T-3 and the present ice shelf
intheWardHuntIslandareaaresimilar,theevidence
of severalage
determinationsindicatesthatthetwomaynot
be contemporaneous,and
that T-3 may be older than the
ice shelf in the Ward Hunt Island area.
If we accept the ages of the ice shelf and ice island as greater than that of
the driftwood samplesL261A and L261B (980 and 2190 years, respectively),
found a considerable distance east of the ice shelf, then these samples must
have been brought in during periods
of an ice-covered Arctic Ocean not
unlikethepresent,asthe
ice shelf could hardlyhaveexistedinthe
presence of an openArcticOcean.Similarly,
at an earlier period,
when
the T-3 ice island was in Yelverton Bay, but prior to the growth
of the
present iceshelf,driftwoodcouldhavebeendepositedonthemainland
south of Ward Hunt Island by
movingpack ice. However, if the age of
the ice island can be shown from future evidence
to be less than that of
the driftwood, the possibility of an open Arctic Ocean during deposition
of the samples south of Ward Hunt Island, and thus before the growth
of
the shelf, would be increased.
From evidence on T-3 and assuming that the wind-blown dirt particles
were deposited uniformly with time, the last7 per cent have been deposited
during an ablation period and about22 per cent before that were deposited
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Fig. 7. Map showing possible source locationof T-3 in Yelverton Inlet.

during a general accumulation period in which the island may have grown
by about 20 to 30 metres.Anyevidence
of accumulation of snowolder
than the main dirt layer has been lost by later ablation. If an average age
for the lower dirt layer is taken as 3000 years, this would give about 5500
years for the oldest dirt in this layer. Assuming that the
ice of the island
startedtobuildupabout
5500 years ago, thelastaccumulationperiod
would havebegunabout
1600 years ago andcontinueduntilabout
385
years ago, when the present ablation period started.
Anablationperiodstartingabout
400 years agois substantiated by
the sponge found on the ice surface, with an age of 400 years, and by the
plantmaterial,Sample
192E, 450 years old, alsolocated on thesurface.
Surprisingly,evidenceforthisablationperiodwasfoundonlyinafew
localitiesneartheWardHunt
ice rise, where old strandcracksexisted
mainly on the grounded ice and are believed to have resulted from uplift
of the land. Where the underlying land is dipping very gently, horizontal
changes in locations of strandlines would be greatest. The air photographs
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of theEllesmere ice shelf veryplainlyshowevidence
of older,more
extensive grounded ice in the northwestern part
of the Ward Hunt Island
ice rise.
The historical evidence that pertains to climatic changes and that has
resulted from the study
of the ice islands and ice shelves can be stated
briefly:
(1) From carbon-14 dates of the dirt from T-3 and the driftwood on
the landward side of the Ellesmere ice shelf it can be concluded that these
features are definitely later than the end
of the Wisconsin ice age some
11,000 years ago.
(2) Thick growths of ice, of which T-3 is a remnant, probably began
in Yelverton Bay about 5500 years ago, and in the vicinity of Ward Hunt
Island about 3000 years ago. As part of the inner ice in Yelverton Bay,
T-3 was protected from the movement of arctic pack ice.
(3)Along theshores of northernEllesmereIslandthedeposits
of
marine shells indicate that there has been no general advance
of the glaciers
in the area for at least 7200 years, and that the land has risen
38 to 60
metres with respect to sea-level in this time.
(4) Evidence from T-3 dirt layers and from material that worked up
through the ice indicates that the present ablation period has been
going
on for about 400 years and that it was preceded by an accumulation period
about three times as
long.

Discussion of surface features
Themajorsurfacefeaturesthatcharacterizetheiceshelves
of the
Arctic are ridge and trough systems of quite uniform wave-length. Along
the survey line on the ice shelf near Ward Hunt Island the average distance
between ridges is 235 metres, and measurements from T-3 (Fig. 2, Part I)
givevaluesvaryingfrom
230 to 260 metres.Thisisa
close agreement
considering that the ice island
T-3, as discussed above, probably had its
origin about 200 kilometres southwest of the shelf. Depths of the troughs
vary from a fraction of a metre to 6 metres. The cause
of the uniformity
in wave-length must be a factor that isitself uniform in high arctic areas.
Examples of the effect of stresses on floating ice shelves can be found
in both arctic and antarctic areas. On newly formed sea ice a few centimetres thick that is subjected to shearing stresses
insufficienttobuckle
the ice completely, en e‘chelon systems of anticlines will occur at approximately45”tothedirection
of thestresses.However,thesearequite
exceptional and anticlinal systems
on arctic ice floes subjected to almost
continuousstresses are significantlyabsent. In Antarcticamanytypes
of
deformationfeaturesareformedbystressesinfloating
ice. Bestknown
are those in the Ross Ice Shelf caused by the movement
of ice around
RooseveltIsland.Compressionalforces
north of theislandcausingthe
“Gould”anticlineshavebeenstudiedbyZumberge
(1958). Valleysand
rifts are common in the tension areas along the front of the Ross Ice Shelf
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Fig. 8. Sketch showing orientation of ridge-and-trough system compared with wind rose.

on either side of Roosevelt Island. In both cases they are the result of the
slow steady forces of moving ice, factors now absent in the
shelf ice of
northern Ellesmere Island. Despite the presence of Ward Hunt Island and
other submerged islands no deformation features such as would be expected
if the ice were moving can be found.
In particular, if glaciers from land
areas were a major factor
in the formation of the shelves, it would be
expected that some surface evidence of glacier action would remain, but
except for features at opposite ends of T-3 they are absent. Any possibility
that the ridges may have developed by grounding
along submerged features
of the shore must be discarded because
of lack of uniform water depths
and seaward motion.
It is believed, as suggested by Hattersley-Smith (1957), that the ridge
and trough systems are the result
of the action of strong summer winds
on melt-water lakes and ponds. Fig.
8 shows that the prevailing surface
winds during the1954 expedition to northern Ellesmere Island were parallel
to the ridge and trough systems. Fresh water
on iceisavery
efficient
medium for ablating the ice because of its lower albedo and the convection
processes below 4°C. High surface winds pile
up water downwind and at
the same time speed up these convection currents. Any series of randomly
scatteredpondsshouldintimeformelongatedlakesystemsunderthe
influence of a system of prevailingwinds.Theseelongatedlakeswould
become deeper in time, although from evidence
on both T-3 and the ice
shelves, the melt-water lakes appear to be seldom deeper than 1.5 metres,
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a limit imposed probably by the decrease in convective currents in deeper
water.
The second factorthat
couldcause
theformation
of systems of
elongatedmelt-waterlakeswouldbesurface
slope. Althoughfavoured
accumulationareas
couldoccur
locally, particularlyintheimmediate
vicinity of land,theslight
slopes seen on the shelf andiceisland
are
probably caused by the increased surface ablation on the downwind ends
of melt-water lakes. Inside the
fiord or inlets, such as Disraeli Bay, wind
systems are complicated by surface topography and complicated ridge and
trough patternsdevelop.
If the troughs are the product
of the influence of windsystemson
melt-water lakes, then the wave-lengths should depend primarily
on the
amount of summer melting. The problem would be much the same as that
associated with the preferred size and spacing of randomly located meltwater lakes on flat arctic ice floes. Large lakes would generally be favoured
as they would be more effective in causing additional melting. The sizes,
however, are limited by the tendency of the ponds to grow mainly in the
direction of theprevailingwinds,and
also bythe effects of the local
topography. In Fig. 3 of Part I it is shown that on many of the wide ridges
of the ice shelf individual ponds are formed that should eventually grow
to either elongated lakes or tributaries of larger systems. Distances between
lakes should generally be comparable to lake widths.
That the trough systems migrate horizontally with time
is apparent
from the results of drilling on T-3 during 1955 (see Fig. 26, Part I), but
it appears that this is a very slow process. Normally on the Ellesmere ice
shelves lateral migration of ridge and trough systems might be expected
from increased melting on the southern
slopes of the ridges. T-3, formed
in a bay area, must have been subject to other factors such as differential
snow accumulation or differential melt-water flow from land.

Discussion of ice islands
As is now well known the floating ice islands are parts of the vast ice
shelf areas of northern Ellesmere Island and Greenland that have broken
loose under the action of meteorological or oceanographic factors. Although
the term “ice island” is not wholly suitable and would certainly not
find
favour in Antarctica, where huge tabular floes are commonplace, the usage
has found general acceptance in the Arctic Ocean, where icebergs or parts
of ice shelvesare rare.
Discussions of manyaspects of the ice islands,their locations and
probable numbers followed soon after the original discovery (Koenig et al.
1952, Montgomery 1952). Althoughover 80 havebeenlocated,most
of
these have been in the bays and inletsof the Canadian Arctic Archipelago,
and many have undoubtedly been grounded there for gradual melting. As
far as their recent historyis known, only T-1, T-2, T-3, and NP 6 have been
followed for any length of time in the arctic basin. The largest, T-1, may
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still beintheArctic,althoughitslastsighting
was at 80'45'N. 4.O"E.
Though it is not expected that more than a few ice islands are now in the
arctic
basin,
no
thorough
search
has
been
made
since
1951, when
J. 0. Fletcherdirectedsystematic
flights overthewestern
half of the
Arctic before theoccupation of T-3.
As seen from the general circulation pattern of the surface waters in
the western part of the arctic basin (Browne and Crary
1958) tracks of
theknownislandsfromnorthernEllesmereIslandaregyral,
swinging
south to the Beaufort Sea, then westward and north
along approximately
the 180th meridian. Of thefourknown
ice islandstwohavecontinued
past the Pole to escape from the Arctic Ocean into the Greenland Sea, and
two have continued to another circuit
of the western arctic basin. As far
as can be estimated the possibilities of an ice island leaving the Arctic or
continuing in the gyral pattern are about equal. The chance
of being caught
in the Canadian Arctic
Archipelago must be rather greater
on the first
round than on the succeeding ones. A lifetime of more than 30 years in
the arctic basin would be improbable under present circulation patterns.
Polunin (1955a, 1955b) has estimated from comparison of growth rings of
arctic willow from T-3 and Ward Hunt Island, and from observations
of
the moss Hygrohypn.um polare, found on T-3, that T-3 left its original site
not earlier than 1935. The difference noted between the outline of the ice
shelf near Ward Hunt Island as given by Marvin in 1906 (Bushnell 1956)
and that found in 1954 indicates that several partsof this shelf have broken
off in the interveningperiod. T-1, T-2, T-3, NP 6 and possibly several other
ice islands, as Crocker Land (Peary 1910) and Bradley Land (Cook 1911),
represent sizeable portions of the shelf that have broken loose in the later
part of the ablation period discussed above. This is rather surprising in
view of the indicated age of the shelf and island. It would appear that we
are indeedapproachingaperiodwhenthe
ice shelvesmightvery
well
become extinct. It can be inferred from this that at present the arctic areas
must be asopen and the ice as thin as at any time in the last
3000 years.
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